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ABSTRACT  OF THE DISSERTATION  
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN IMPRECISE GEOMETRIC MODELS 
by 
Riccardo Gasparini 
 
Florida International University, 2015  
 
Miami, Florida 
 
Professor Igor Tsukanov,  Major Professor 
 
Engineering analysis in geometric models has been the main if not the only credi- 
ble/reasonable tool used by engineers and scientists to resolve physical boundaries prob- 
lems.   New high speed computers  have  facilitated  the accuracy  and  validation  of the 
expected  results.   In  practice,  an  engineering  analysis  is composed  of two  parts; the 
design of the model and the analysis of the geometry with the boundary  conditions and 
constraints  imposed on it.  Numerical  methods  are used to resolve a large number  of 
physical boundary  problems  independent  of the model geometry.   The  time  expended 
due to the computational process are related to the imposed boundary  conditions and 
the well conformed geometry.   Any geometric  model that contains  gaps or open lines 
is considered an imperfect  geometry  model and  major  commercial solver packages are 
incapable of handling such inputs.  Others packages apply dierent kinds of methods to 
resolve this problems like patching or zippering; but the final resolved geometry may be 
dierent from the original geometry, and the changes may be unacceptable.  The study 
proposed in this dissertation is based on a new technique to process models with geo- 
metrical  imperfection  without  the necessity  to repair  or change the original geometry. 
An algorithm  is presented  that is able to analyze the imperfect  geometric model with 
the imposed boundary  conditions using a meshfree method and a distance field approx- 
imation to the boundaries.  Experiments are proposed to analyze the convergence of the 
algorithm in imperfect models geometries and will be compared  with the same models  
 
  v
but with perfect geometries.  Plotting results will be presented for further analysis and 
conclusions of the algorithm convergence. 
  vi
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CHAPTER   1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1     Engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models 
  
 
Engineering analysis is one of the important components of every design process. 
Engineering  analysis accelerates product  development, and ensures safety and durabil- 
ity of the products.  Currently, the life of almost every product  starts from the creation 
of Computer  Aided Design (CAD)  geometric model.  During  design analysis,  geomet- 
ric models are modified to accommodate  the changes dictated by the analysis results, 
and shape optimization,etc.  In many cases extensive editing of CAD models and their 
translation from one CAD system to another result in geometric inaccuracies and incon- 
sistencies [8]. There are two major sources of errors in geometric models: inconsistencies 
and inaccuracies presented in the geometric representation, and geometric errors due to 
conversion from one CAD system to another [5]. 
Inconsistencies and inaccuracies in a geometric representation, such as free edges (edges 
connected to one face), non-manifold boundaries, sliver faces, and inaccurately computed 
intersections of the surface patches, are accumulated during editing of geometric models. 
Some of these geometric imperfections are shown in Figure 1.1(a).  Acquired and reverse 
engineered  geometric  models,  which are  represented  as a ”polygonal  soup”  [52]  may 
contain holes in their boundaries  due to the missing (non-scanned)  pieces as shown in 
Figure (b).  (Figure 1.1(b)). 
Incorrectly chosen tolerances in the stereolithography (STL) geometric models [1] 
may produce  either  gaps or non-manifold  boundary.   Conversion  of geometric  models 
from one CAD system  to another may result in loss of semantics information and nu- 
merical precision. Because dierent CAD systems use dierent geometric tolerances and 
geometric algorithms, loss of numerical precision often causes appearance  of gaps, mis- 
aligned boundaries,  and topological inconsistencies in geometric models..  Even though 
that these  geometric imperfections  can be very small and  almost  invisible, they  often 
prevent  Finite  Element  Method  (FEM)  meshing and  direct  application  of engineering 
analysis  methods  based  on the finite  element  paradigm  as seen in Figure  (a).   (Fig- 
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3 
ure 1.2(a)).   The need to perform engineering analysis in the presence of geometric 
inaccuracies and imperfections led to the development of various geometric healing (re- 
pair)  techniques  and  tools  [16]  that can  be classified as the volumetric  [26],  surface 
[40, 38, 24, 27, 6] and hybrid  [3] healing techniques.  These tools can represent the sur- 
face of the geometric model in the volumetric  domain  and  apply  the healing methods 
to the volumetric  model.   After  fixing geometric  imperfections,  the volumetric  model 
is transformed back to the surface model using either marching  cubes or dual contour- 
ing algorithms  [21, 17].  Application  of volumetric  healing methods  produces  manifold 
boundaries,  but these methods often result in over tesselated geometric boundaries. 
Surface-based geometric repair techniques perform local modifications of the original 
model at the places where the geometric errors and inconsistencies have been detected. 
These techniques are directly applied to the tessellated (usually triangulated) boundary 
[38].  A surface repair method applied directly on a Boundary representation (B-rep) 
geometric model was proposed in [24].  Geometric  computations are used to determine 
intersections of the neighboring surface patches, projecting and inserting boundary edges 
into geometric faces [3]. Gaps between tessellated surface patches are removed by using 
stitching [27] or zippering [48] algorithms.  Surface healing methods often generate small 
or skewed triangles that lead to poor Finite Element meshes.  The fact that automated 
geometry  repair  tools  [23] have been proposed,  in many  real-world cases they  usually 
require human  supervision and intervention [53].  Geometry  repair also requires careful 
analysis  of a variety  of special cases of possible geometric  defects and  the ways they 
can be removed [56, 4, 6].  Recently, knowledge and learning based geometry healing 
algorithms were proposed in [39, 20]. An adaptive Cartesian mesh generation approach, 
based on volumetric geometry healing, was proposed in [53].The method  works well for 
small geometric imperfections, but it is incapable of removing large geometric defects.In 
addition it requires user intervention and guidance. 
Diculties  in creation  and  handling  of spatial  meshes suitable  for the Finite  Element 
Analysis (FEA)  have lead to the development of alternative engineering analysis meth- 
ods. In contrast to the traditional analysis techniques based on FEM, these new meth- 
ods, called meshfree or meshless methods,  do not require spatial mesh that conforms to 
4 
the shape of the geometric domain Geometric flexibility of the meshfree methods makes 
them attractive for applications that are dicult for traditional FEA. 
In this study we propose and demonstrate an extension of the solution structure method 
 
[32, 43, 12] that enables engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models without re- 
constructing  a valid geometric model. The method uses the original geometric model and 
no healing is applied as shown in the diagram  in Figure 1.2(b).  The proposed method 
requires computations of a Point Membership  Classification (PMC)  at the nodes of hi- 
erarchical space decomposition.  These PMC values are then used by a geometrically 
adaptive integration [22, 43] to place integration or collocation points at which the gov- 
erning equation is enforced. For the valid geometric models, PMC can be computed by 
ray casting/stabbing [26] or by computing the sign of a signed distance to the boundaries 
of a geometric model. However, imprecision in the geometric model prohibit direct com- 
putation of PMC.  Non-manifold boundary,  holes and gaps in the geometric boundary, 
make the notion of inside and outside undefined.  To compute PMC values for imprecise 
geometric models we adopt an approach  similar to the one described  in [15].  In con- 
trast to the traditional approaches that produce valid watertight geometry, we will use a 
composite geometric representation to resolve geometric inaccuracies and compute PMC 
values without repairing  or reconstructing the geometric model.  Once PMC values are 
computed,  the original unrepaired  geometric model is used to allocate  the integration 
or collocation points. 
Besides the governing equation, the solution method  has to provide a means to satisfy 
the prescribed boundary conditions.  The salient feature of the structure solution method 
is the exact treatment of the specified boundary  conditions by using solution structures, 
expressions that combine boundary  conditions,  basis functions  and  the functions  van- 
ishing on the geometric boundaries.   The  method  is essentially  meshfree and  does not 
require construction  of spatial meshes that conform to the shape of a geometric model. 
Also, it does not restrict  the choice of the basis functions used for solution approxima- 
tion or the solution method.  References [43, 32, 47, 33] report successful implementation 
of the solution structure method  with classical and trigonometric polynomials,  as well 
as B-splines defined over uniform  and  non-uniform  Cartesian  grids.   Providing  exact 
5 
treatment to the boundary  conditions, the method can employ any suitable solution 
technique  to compute  the numerical  values of the degrees of freedom in the solution. 
And last, but not least, the solution structure method  enables complete automation of 
the solution procedure [50, 43, 12]. 
1.2     Goals  of the Research 
 
The main goal of the dissertation work is to develop numerical methods, algorithms 
and data structures for direct application of engineering analysis tools to imprecise 
geometric models. In particular, we have focused on the following research objectives: 
 
• Development of ecient geometric and numerical 2D/3D integration algorithms; 
  
• Investigation of how the distance  field approach  can be used to resolve geometric 
inconsistencies and irregularities; and 
 
• Application of the developed numerical  method  to engineering analysis of native 
CAD models with small geometric errors and features, scanned and reversed engi- 
neered shapes, and partially defined conceptual models. 
 
1.3     Our  Approach 
 
In our recent  paper  [13] we proposed  a novel numerical  technique  that enables 
engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models without reconstructing a valid solid 
model.  At the heart of our method  lies a modified geometrically  adaptive  integration 
technique.   The  technique  uses a hybrid  geometric model that consists of hierarchical 
space decomposition, boundary  representation (B-rep), and distance fields. Hierarchical 
space decomposition helps to resolve the geometric imperfections, while the original geo- 
metric model is used to allocate the integration points in the boundary  (geometry) cells. 
Our method uses solution structures that combine together the distance fields to the ge- 
ometric boundaries,  boundary  conditions and basis functions to enforce the prescribed 
boundary  conditions.  For example,  Figures 1.3 (b)  and  (c) illustrate  allocation  of the 
integration points in 2D imperfect geometric domain shown in Figure 1.3 (a) using our 
new approach. 
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Our  approach  was also generalized to perform direct  engineering analysis in 3D 
geometric domains with geometric inaccuracies and imperfections.  This novel approach 
is a direct extension of the 2D method.  The approach is based on the recognition that any 
3D geometric model can be represented  by a set of the parallel  cross sections (Figure 
 
4.1 (b))  which can be used to perform  numerical  integration.   In any  geometry,  each 
cross section will constitute  a 2D geometric domain.   In this  approach,  the geometric 
inaccuracies are treated and addressed  separately in each cross section.  To satisfy the 
prescribed  boundary  conditions,  the approximate distance  fields to the 3D boundaries 
are used.  This approach  was evaluated against  known benchmark  solutions for perfect 
geometric models. We also investigated numerical and computational properties of this 
technique. 
The numerical integration techniques were implemented using C++ programming 
language  and  interfaced  with  the existing  software package that implemented  the So- 
lution Structure Method  (SSM). To demonstrate feasibility of the numerical  method  a 
number  of benchmark  problems with known analytic solutions were solved.  We inves- 
tigated the behavior  of the algorithms  and  computational  tools  for dierent  types  of 
geometric imperfections.  In addition, we numerically evaluated the errors caused by the 
geometric imperfections comparing the solutions in geometrically imperfect models with 
the solutions obtained in the accurate geometric domains. 
In this work we have investigated how the distance field approach  is used to resolve 
geometric inconsistencies and irregularities. 
1.4     Contributions (expected results) 
 
The main goal of this study  is to design and verify a mechanical  computational 
algorithm  able to analyze and  process models with  geometrical  imperfections  without 
repairing the model. To obtain this goal it will be first necessary to develop an algorithm 
in 2D to analyze physical models with geometrical imperfections.  Such an algorithm will 
act as a closing gap tool and will be able to handle the imposed boundaries’ conditions 
not only over perfect domains,  but also over geometries with  open gaps and extended 
lines. The algorithm will allow a hierarchical decomposition of the geometry and the al- 
location of gauss integration points for numerical analysis.  A Solution Structure Method 
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(SSM) with a distance  field approximation (to the boundaries)  will be used.  After pro- 
cessing a couple of experiments in 2D to determine  the eectiveness of such algorithm, 
the algorithm will be extended to resolve geometrical models with imperfections in 3D. 
Also implemented will be a novel integration method using parallel slices over the domain 
recreating multiple superimposed layers for the allocation points and following the gauss 
integration method  in 3D. The 2D experiments will be evaluated perfect and imperfect 
geometries in thermal  and  stress analysis;  for 3D experiments  we will have a primary 
approach of this algorithm to evaluate volume value and verify convergence with the real 
volume value, a major analysis will be addressed to evaluate natural vibration in 3D for 
perfect and imperfect  models.  All the computation analysis will be processed without 
repairing geometries or using fixing techniques common in this field. 
1.5     Outline 
 
Engineering analysis over geometrical domains in 2D or 3D require a precise rep- 
resentation of the model and its boundaries.  The proposed study  and experimentation 
is addressed to models with imperfect geometries either at the surface or at the interior 
of the geometrical  model.  To achieve this  purpose,  a novel algorithm  was designed to 
reach a feasible result without the necessity to repair the model or change the conditions 
of boundaries.   For  this  goal, dierent  procedures  will be developed for a final exper- 
imentation to verify and assure convergence.  In the 2D models a Solution Structure 
Method (SSM) will be applied using a meshfree formulation with distance fields. For 3D 
models, a new integration method was employed through slices in 2D using an allocation 
of gauss points in the 2D parallel grid slices. The algorithm was able to process models 
with perfect and imperfect geometries without repairing.  The generated plots show the 
convergence of the new slices method  with  the solutions  obtained  using a well known 
commercial package software (SolidWorks). 
   
• Related Work 
 
The  first part of the study,  linked to related  works done previously by other  re- 
searchers,  focuses on repairs  to a damaged  geometric model without  taking  into 
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consideration the possibility of distortion of the boundaries  conditions applied. 
These repairs were proposed to correct geometrical models used for artistic scope 
usually in cinematography when recovering images.  The same technique was ap- 
plied for analysis  of engineering  models without  preventing  the obvious change 
of the boundaries  condition, a high price to pay due to mathematical analysis 
consequences. 
 
• Proof of Concept in 2D 
 
After describing the dierent attempts to reconstruct damage to the geometrical 
model, we present  a method  based  on a mathematical  solution  structure (SSM) 
which lies in a modified geometrical adaptive integration technique using a hybrid 
geometric model that is conformed by hierarchical space decomposition, boundary 
representation, that will be called B-rep, and distance fields which are the implicit 
functions that hold the geometrical distance  information to the boundaries.  This 
first mathematical approach is applied to 2D geometrical domains.  Studies for 
thermal and stress problems are presented and show the feasibility of the method 
to be applied in 3D cases. 
 
• Extension into 3D 
 
The same algorithm applied to a 2D boundary  value problem was extended to the 
 
3D case.  The novel algorithm slices the geometric 3D model in dierent and se- 
lected numbers of 2D planes.  We will use a hierarchical space decomposition of the 
geometric model and  will compute  a Point Membership  Classification  (PMC)  to 
address geometric errors and allocate integration points in 3D cells using geomet- 
rically adaptive integration algorithms.  The method to treat gaps and geometrical 
imperfections is described in order to allocate integration points.  No geometrical 
domains are changed and enforcement of the boundaries  conditions are respected. 
 
• Validation and Verification 
 
The 2D problem  is presented  in two  cases with  a thermal  and stress mechanical 
analysis  of both of them  with  geometrical  imperfections.   The  3D problems  was 
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computed and validated as precise and imprecise volume models using a bracket, 
cylinder  and  a spur  gear.   A major  mechanical  analysis  in the field of natural 
vibration problems in 3D was proposed for precise and imprecise models using a 
bracket and a spider bracket.  Experiments showed the eectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm to analyze geometric damage models without geometric repairs and the 
impossibility to process the same damaged geometries using well known commercial 
solver packages. 
 
• Conclusion 
 
We analyze our method  for both 2D or 3D imprecise geometrical models. Results 
were compared between precise and imprecise models using graphical charts able to 
analyze and endure the convergence results.  The SolidWorks mechanical analysis 
package was used to obtain values for perfect models and was compared with our 
3D method  for imperfect geometrical models. 
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CHAPTER   2 
 
RELATED WORK 
 
Methods  based  on computational  geometry  require  precise and  large quantities 
of data to generate accurate polygonal models.  Vertices of these polygonal models are 
the acquired data points.  Methods for data acquisition techniques from computer vision 
like stereo range images and space carving can generate 3D dimensional points sets but 
are imprecise when compared with laser or optical scanners [37]. Surface reconstruction 
using  algorithms  such  as  (GPDE)   Geometric  Partial Dierential  Equations  to solve 
surface modeling problems  use a mean  curvature  flow, averaged  mean  curvature  flow 
and surface diusion flow. All of these equations are nonlinear and they do not depend 
upon  any  particular  parameterizations.    Algorithms  dealing  with  non-stable  borders 
have  been  used  [58]applying  a  sweep-line to determine  the inconsistent  borders  and 
its eventual correction.  Geometric modeling with implicit surfaces remains an active 
research area.  Developments in this field include level set methods,  variational implicit 
surfaces, and adaptively sampled distance  field. Methods  in implicit surface modeling, 
using an approximate interpolation set of data points via Radial Basis Function  (RBF) 
and Moving Least Square (MLS)[39] are especially useful for repairing lack of data 
information in implicit surfaces since no topological constraints are required. 
2.1  Geometry healing (repair) 
 
Three  of the most  used  method  for geometric  healing  are:  reconstructing sur- 
faces by volumetric  regularization  [7]; discrete  surface modeling using geometric flows 
using PDF (Partial Dierential Equations)[55]; and reconstruction 3D scattered data 
interpolation with compactly supported basis functions [57]. Reconstruction surfaces by 
volumetric regularization is commonly used in computer vision applications.  Computer 
vision technique has been used largely to acquire three-dimensional data from images. 
The techniques involved include: shape from shading, depth approximation from a pair 
of stereo images, and volumetric reconstruction from images at multiple viewpoints and 
areas easily convertible to a polygonal description.  The use of cameras makes the process 
easier since they are inexpensive resources when compared to laser and optical scanners. 
The aordable cameras for vision-based techniques enable the creation of digital models 
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(a)  (b) 
  
Figure 2.1:  Imprecise Geometry  Reconstruction:  (a) Mesh Generated by Polygonizing 
the implicit surface and (b) Filler construction  using surface diusion flow. 
  
by computer users without any professional CAD skills required.  Noise from data acqui- 
sition is large compared with laser scan technique.  Typical reconstruction methods are: 
alpha shapes[14]; crust [2];and region growing algorithms.In the case of volumes carved 
from multiple  viewpoints,  the reconstructed models remain  in the volumetric  domain 
having artifacts  due to the voxel discretization.   Volumetric  regularization  is obtained 
using the advantages over existing algorithms.  Implicit functions constructed estimate 
the surface well in regions where there  is little  data.  The  reconstructed surface is in- 
sensitive to noise in data acquisition because we can allow the surface to approximate, 
better than exactly interpolate the data points, and the reconstructed surface is locally 
detailed,  yet globally smooth, because of the use of Radial Basis Functions  that achieve 
multiple orders of smoothness. 
Discrete surface modeling using partial dierential equations of various curvature-driven 
Geometric Partial Dierential Equations (GPDE)  is used to solve several surface mod- 
eling problems.   The  GPDS  method  is used to include mean curvature  flow, averaged 
mean curvature flow, and surface diusion flow. Equations are nonlinear and geometry 
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intrinsic.  The technique involved in reconstructing a surface interpolates the points or 
curves or the boundaries  of patches  with  a specified order of continuity.  The  surface- 
fitting problem is the most general and includes the surface blending and N-sided filling 
problems. 
Reconstruction of 3D scattered data interpolation with compactly supported basis func- 
tions  uses a hierarchical  approach  to 3D scattered  data interpolation  with  compactly 
supported basis functions.  Interpolation and approximation of scattered data with RBF 
has a variational nature which supplies a user with a rich palette of radial  basis func- 
tions.  The  basic question  is whether  to choose local or global RBF.  Fitting scattered 
data by local compactly-supported RBF leads to a simpler and faster computation pro- 
cedure while a practical  usage of global RBF  is based  on sophisticated  mathematical 
techniques such as the fast multipole method  [57].Global RBF  are extremely useful in 
repairing incomplete data while approaches based on compactly supported RBF are sen- 
sitive to the density of interpolated/approximated scattered data.  Careful selection of 
RBF influence domains controlled by certain parameters is required. 
Dierent methods have been proposed for healing surface meshes coming from geometric 
reconstruction using any well known data acquisition technique as mentioned in the 
section for healing geometric models.  Zippered Polygon [48] is applied when digitizing 
the shape in 3D. The method  consist in: 
 
• Align the meshes with each other using modified iterated closest-point algorithm, 
  
• Zipper together adjacent meshes to form a continuous surface that correctly cap- 
tures the topology of the object, and 
 
• Compute  local weighted  averages  of surface  positions  on  all meshes  to form a 
consensus surface geometry. 
 
This method[48] was proposed to be applied in: 
  
• Digitizing complex objects for animation and visual simulation. 
  
• Digitizing the shape of a found object such as an archaeological artifact for mea- 
surement and for dissemination to the scientific community. 
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Figure 2.2: Zippering Method 
 
 
• Digitizing human  external anatomy for surgical planning. 
  
• Digitizing the shape of a damaged machine part to help create a replacement. 
  
An old method  for digitizing consisted of painstakingly  touching a 3D sensing probe to 
thousands of positions of the object and manually  specifying the connectivity of these 
points.  Actually, range scanners[48] make feasible and lest tedious this operation.Range 
scanners are devices that sense 3D positions on an object’s surface and return  an array of 
distance values.  A range image is an mxn grid of distances (range points) that describe 
a surface either in Cartesian coordinates or cylindrical coordinates, with two of the 
coordinates being implicitly defined by the indices of the grid.  Dierent techniques can 
be used to create  a range image.  Structured  light,  time  of flight  lasers, radar,  sonar, 
and  shading  are samples  of these  techniques.   However, the complicated  shape  of an 
object  can obscure the process of the range images and can force the whole operation 
to process more than one range image to many of them.  The zippered polygon meshes 
method  uses a mesh of triangles to represent the range image data at all stages.  Each 
sample point in the mxn range image is a potential vertex or node in the triangle mesh. 
Two processes are used to create  the joint  portion  area:  registration  and  integration. 
.  Registration [48] refers to computing a rigid transformation that brings the points of 
one range image into alignment with the portions of a surface that is share with another 
range images.  Integration [48]is the process of creating a single surface representation 
from the sample points of two or more range images. Before joining a pair of meshes the 
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portions  that are redundant in the new meshed joint  area are removed.  This  method 
is in continued improvement due to the new algorithms application and the new range 
image approximation, able to oer better visual results. 
Mesh decimation methods  [54]were used for 3D acquisition and modeling detailed  geo- 
 
metric models. The objectives of mesh decimation algorithms are to reduce the number 
of triangles  in the whole triangle  mesh in order  to keep the original topology,  and  to 
better approximate  the original geometry.   Using searching  pass algorithms  each ver- 
tex  of the triangle  is stored  as a possible candidate  to be eliminated.   If it meets  the 
adopted  decimation  criteria,  the vertex  and  all the triangles  connected  to the vertex 
are canceled.  The resulting empty space left by the decimation is patched using a local 
triangulation.  The vertex decimation criteria searching continue until a termination con- 
dition is reached.  The termination criteria are generally specified as a percent reduction 
of the original mesh and a fixed maximum decimation value. 
    
Figure 2.3: Decimation Method 
  
Progressive gap closing method  [28] was proposed to eliminate issues that occur during 
the mesh boundary  decimation task.  Applying the well-known decimation methods  to 
the complexity meshes generated during acquisition data and modeling results in severe 
artifacts due to the lack of consistent connectivity information, T-vertices, narrow gaps 
and cracks. The progressive gap closing method proposes to add a vertex pair contraction 
to join unconnected regions of the mesh. The method introduces a vertex-edge operation 
providing  a support  for closing gaps and  stitching  together  the boundaries  of triangle 
patches located near each other.  The decimation process is error controlled and guided 
progressively in terms of error.  The objective idea behind this algorithm [28]is that  the 
gap closing procedure is executed by utilizing the vertex-edge contraction operator using 
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the mesh-decimation methodology to boundaries  targeted at gap closing. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Gap Closing Method 
 
 
It  was proposed  as a method  to repair  arbitrary polygon models which guarantees  to 
produce a closed surface [41] that partitions the space into disjoint internal and external 
volumes. The method works under the premise to have a model represented as a polygon 
soup and construct  an inside/outside volume using an octree grid and reconstruct the 
surface by contouring [41] which produces a polygonal approximation of the zero-values 
isosurface.  Contouring algorithms can be classified in two types.  The primal  methods 
proposed by [21] extract polygons by connecting points lying on the grid lines creating 
blobby surfaces and curved corners; and the hybrid methods that allow polygon vertices 
to be placed inside the grid cells to reproduce sharp edges and corners. 
Visualization technology has been developed over the last 30 years in a very rushed track. 
Computational mechanical analysis has been largely improved and accepted due to the 
well-known interactions  between  the mechanical  analysis and  the way to visualize the 
object  under  physical stresses and  its  responses.  However both of them,  visualization 
and mathematical analysis, have a dierent practical and theoretical meaning.  Com- 
putational visualization technology was developed essentially to repair  new or existing 
data acquisition from surfaces under reconstruction due to damage or lack of visual 
precision.  Data obtained from scanners or cameras contain noise due to mechanic or 
electromagnetic  perturbation during the information acquisition show a bad visual qual- 
ity. Industries  like gaming, filmmaking, and advertising are samples of businesses that 
require perfect  visualization.  Computational  mechanical  analysis require a real model 
even if imperfect.  Unfortunately,  the methods  to repair  and visualize the models that 
have been used, and are still in operation, change the original shape of the model dam- 
aging any mathematical data obtained during analysis.  Visualization of surfaces using 
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mesh simplification like decimation or re-tiling eliminates vertex, edges and faces to sim- 
plify the model adding a new mesh using a local re-triangulation.  The patching method 
eliminates intrinsic areas like corners or smooth angles that are essential and common 
elements in mechanical engineering analysis.  The vertex clustering method based in 
geometric proximity regroups vertices into clusters and computes new vertexes conform- 
ing a new external  shape and  changing the real location  and  value of the boundaries’ 
conditions.  For the purpose of this work to analyze mechanical parts under  an imper- 
fect geometric model, a hierarchical  octree (3D) will be used with a grid automatically 
generated and purged at various levels and then converted into boundary representation. 
Another method to repair imperfect geometries, especially in 3D models, is the Minkowski 
approximation.  It is based on a sum operation of two planar  objects defined as the set 
of all vectors’ sums generated by all pairs of curved points which have the same curve 
normal direction and can be applied as a 3D sum of polyhedral objects which consist in 
the decomposition of the polyhedral objects into convex pieces. This generates pair-wise 
convex sums and computes their union.  Minkowski sum of two sets Q1 and Q2 is the 
set of points  q1 +q2 —q1 () Q1, q2 () Q2.By definition  if C1(t) = (x1(t),y1(t)) and 
C2(s)=(x2(s),y2(s))  be two  planar  regular  parametric curves.   The  convolution  curve 
C1*C2 is defined by:(C1*C2)(t)=(C1(t)+C2(s(t)). where C1’(t) is parallel to C2’(s(t)), 
and [C1’(t),C2’(s(t))] are greater than zero.  Minkowski sum has many applications in 
the field of robot motions as a collision-free computation path that is called convolution, 
computer  aided design and  manufacturing.  For the purpose  of this  work, convolution 
can be applied to geometrical imperfect models in order to repair the boundaries  of the 
models since following the definition  of Minkowski sum and  given two  planar  curved 
objects as O1 and O2, their sum are defined as the set of all vector sums generated by 
all pairs of points in O1 and O2. In Figure 2.5,the blue area is the Minkowski set sum of 
the green and brown smaller areas.  The Minkowsky sum of two planar objects considers 
all points in the interiors as well as on the boundaries  of the two objects.  Following the 
scope of this work, the Minkowsky approach  could be used as a method  to repair dam- 
aged models since the sum of convex curves could overlap damaged  boundaries,  either 
exterior boundaries  or interior boundaries.   However, the application of this algorithm 
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i=1
2.2.1    Boundary Value Problem and  its Solution Structure 
The Solution Structure Method was originated by Kantorovich in 1950s. He pro- 
posed a simple technique to satisfy Dirichlet boundary  condition 
  
u|∂Ω  = ϕ  (2.1) 
   
using functions that vanish on the geometric boundaries.  According to Kantorovich, a 
function that satisfies condition (5.3) can be written in the following form [49]: 
  
u = ωΦ + ϕ,  (2.2) 
 
 
where ω is a function that takes on zero value on the boundary  ∂Ω and has non-zero gra- 
dient there; function ϕ extends Dirichlet boundary  condition (5.3) inside the geometric 
domain Ω.  Since ω|∂Ω = 0, the boundary  condition (5.3) is satisfied at all the points of 
the geometric boundary  exactly, regardless of the chosen function Φ. The main purpose 
of Φ is to satisfy the governing equation of the problem.  In order to achieve this Φ is 
represented by a linear combination of the basis functions: 
 
n 
Φ =     Ci χi . (2.3) 
i=1 
  
Being substituted into (2.2), Φ results in a set of functions which satisfy the boundary 
 
condition  (5.3)  exactly  regardless  of the numerical  values  of the degrees  of freedom 
 
{Ci }n .  To find an approximate solution to the boundary  value problem, any suitable 
 
numerical method  can be used.  Usually application of a numerical method  result in an 
algebraic system whose solution assigns numerical values to the degrees of freedom. 
Kantorovich  method  had  limited  applicability  mostly  because  it was not clear 
how to construct  function ω that vanishes on the boundaries  of complex geometric ob- 
jects.  With invention of R-functions  by Rvachev [30, 31] in 1963 Kantorovich method 
was reborn.  Using R-functions  it was possible to construct  such functions for complex 
geometric domains represented either by Constructive Solid Geometry or Boundary Rep- 
resentation. 
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As in the previous examples, approximate distance fields ω1 and ω2 are constructed 
from Boundary  Representation of the geometric domain shown in Figure 2.8.  
Their  isolines are shown in Figures  2.9(a)  and  (b).   The  plots  in blue correspond  
to the boundaries whose motion is restricted  in horizontal and vertical directions.  
The basis functions χi are chosen to be tensor product  B-splines defined over 60 
× 30 uniform Cartesian grid. 
Application of the solution method results in numerical values of the degrees of 
freedom 
 
C 1 2
 
i  and Ci .  Substituting them back into solution structures (3.2) we can evaluate 
and 
 
visualize the components  of the displacement  vector  as well as the distribution  
of the von Mises stress (see plots in Figure 2.10). 
2.2.4 Observations 
 
As we have seen,the  solution  method,  which enforces the governing 
equation  of the problem, requires sampling integration or collocation points inside 
the geometric model.It  can be done relatively  easily if the geometric model 
constitutes  a valid solid model.In the presence of the geometric imperfections  
(holes, dangling boundaries,  self- intersecting  boundaries  etc.),  notions  of 
”inside”  and  ”outside”  are  not defined.As a result, this precludes application of 
the solution method that enforces the governing equation.In the next section,we 
will describe a geometrically adaptive integration tech- nique that can be used to 
sample integration/collocation points inside geometric domains with geometric 
imperfections  without performing computationally expensive geometry 
healing. 
30 
CHAPTER   3 
 
PROOF OF  CONCEPT: ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN  2D  IMPRECISE 
GEOMETRIC MODELS 
3.0.5    Geometrically adaptive integration 
 
In [43, 22] we described a geometrically adaptive volumetric integration technique 
which can be used in conjunction  with  the solution  structure method  to assemble the 
algebraic system.  The integration process starts with an allocation of a Cartesian grid 
over the geometric model.  The grid is constructed in a such way that the its cells are 
aligned with the supports of the basis functions (Figure 3.1(a)).  Once cells are allocated, 
they are classified with respect  to their position relative to the geometric model.  This 
classification  splits  the cells into  three  groups:  external,  internal,  and  geometry  cells. 
It can be performed by analyzing the positions of the cells vertices with respect to the 
geometric model. For example, all vertices of the external cells have to be located outside 
of the geometric model. Similarly, all vertices of an internal cell must be situated inside 
the geometric model.  Geometry  cells have some of their  vertices  inside the geometric 
model and some outside.  A grid cell can also be classified as a geometry cell if it encloses 
the boundaries  of a geometric domain while having all its vertices inside or outside the 
geometric domain. 
Once the classification phase is over, the integration points are allocated in internal and 
geometry  cells, and  numerical  integration  is performed.   During  the integration  phase 
external cells are simply ignored.  Since internal cells are rectangles  in 2D and cuboids 
3D, the integration points in these cells are placed in accordance with lattice integration 
rules [29].  Allocation of the integration points in geometry cells, due to their arbitrary 
geometric shape, requires special attention. As we demonstrated in [22], a proper space 
parameterization  in geometry  cells can substantially  reduce the integration  error  The 
choice of the space parametrization depends on how the geometric boundary  intersects 
the integration cell [43, 22]..  In our implementation of the geometrically adaptive inte- 
gration we use a cell classification similar to the one employed by the marching  cubes 
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the geometric boundaries.  In addition, each edge of a regular cell may not intersect the 
boundary  more than once.   These  conditions  correspond  to the continuous  boundary 
— the boundary  enter,  crosses comes the cell and  goes out.  Regular  cells appear  in 
gray  in  Figure  3.3.   In  the cases when  cell’s  edges have  multiple  intersections  with 
the geometric boundary  such cells are hierarchically subdivided until this artifact is 
removed.  Irregular  geometry cells (shown in light red in Figure 3.3) mark the locations 
of geometric  defects,  such  as,  for example,  gaps  and  non-manifold  boundaries  which 
have  an  odd  number  of intersections  with  the boundary  of the geometric  model.   In 
general if additional information of the geometry is not supplied we are going to use a 
straight segment line. After hierarchical  space decomposition is built, we cycle through 
the list of irregular  geometry cells and connect each closest-pair with a line, which will 
be referred  to as the closing line.   For  brevity,  we connect  the cells center-to-center, 
though there is no restriction  on the end point locations.  Once a closing line has been 
generated, it is rasterized  using scan-conversion algorithms on the existing hierarchical 
space decomposition.  All grid cells that intersect the closing line will be referred to as 
closing cells and the edge intersection flags of these cells are set appropriately.  For gaps, 
the appropriate edge intersection flag is set to true and for self-intersections,  the edge 
intersection  flag is reversed (see Figure  3.3(b)).   This  2-step process of generate-then- 
intersect is applied to all pairs of irregular  geometry cells. It is important to point out 
two  aspects  of this  method:  first, the original geometric definition  remains  unchanged 
and second, each closing line is generated locally in the hierarchical space decomposition 
and discarded immediately after placement of the integration nodes. 
In this study based in models with geometric imperfections we have considered gaps with 
relative small dimensions.  One of the major problems in computational geometry is the 
closest pair problem , that is based to find a pair of points with the smallest distance 
between  them.  It  was considered among the major  geometric problems  at the origins 
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of the study  of computational  complexity  of geometric  algorithms.   Find  the shortest 
distance  between two points is reduced to the time required in an Euclidean  space and 
following an  algebraic  decision tree  model of computation.   It  is possible to compute 
the distances between all the n(n − 1)/2 pairs of points and then pick the pair with 
the smaller distance.   The  following references contains  well known algorithms  
commonly 
 
used .[35],[10],[25]. 
 
Once the geometric model is closed in the hierarchical  space decomposition representa- 
tion,PMC computation can proceed.  It starts from one of the vertices of the bounding 
box at which the user specifies the PMC  value.  For definiteness,  let us start from the 
left bottom corner of the bounding box. Also, let us assume that this vertex lies outside 
of the geometric  model.   Now we will take  a look at a cell of the hierarchical  space 
decomposition that contains that vertex (Figure 3.4). Starting from the point at which 
the PMC  value is known, we visit  other  vertices  of the cell while taking  into  account 
whether or not the cell edges intersect the boundary  or a closing line. Each edge of a cell 
reserves an intersection flag in the data structure. It is set when the edge intersects with 
the geometric boundary  or a closing line. For example, the intersection flag for the edge 
AB (Figure  3.4)is not set.  This means that point B has the same PMC value as point 
A. When the intersection flag is set, like for the edge BC, the PMC  values at the end 
points of the edge have the opposite values.  This means that the PMC  value at point 
C should be set to “inside”.  Similarly, because the edge AD does not intersect, neither 
geometric boundary  nor a closing line, the PMC value at the point D coincides with the 
PMC value at point A. Once PMC  values at all vertices of a cell are determined,  they 
are propagated to the neighboring cells in a similar manner. 
Figure  3.5(a)  illustrates  the final distribution  of the PMC  values at the nodes of the 
hierarchical  space decomposition. 
After the PMC values of all grid nodes have been determined,  allocation of integration 
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nodes can begin.   For  internal  cells and  regular  geometry  cells, integration  nodes are 
allocated in the same manner as with perfect geometric models. Irregular geometry cells 
and  closing cells can be treated as external  cells (no integration  nodes),  internal  cells 
(filled with  integration  nodes),  or regular  geometry  cells (partially  filled with  nodes). 
In this  work, we use the third option.   Both  the geometry  and  the closing line(s) are 
used to allocate integration nodes.  In the closing cells, integration nodes are allocated 
as in regular  geometry  cells where the ”geometry”  is the closing line.  In the irregular 
geometry  cells, integration  nodes are allocated  using a line whose end-points  are the 
points  where the geometry  and  closing line intersect  the cell.  It  is important to note 
that though other end-point combinations are possible, our combination is easily carried 
into 3D problems without modification. 
Figure  3.5(b)  illustrates  the final placement  of the integration  nodes.  The  plot  of the 
resulting temperature distribution is presented in Figure 3.6. 
    
Figure 3.6: Distribution of the temperature field in imprecise geometric model shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
   
3.1     Numerical experiments 
 
The main purpose  of the numerical  experiments discussed in this Section are to 
investigate  the behavior  of the proposed  analysis  technique  in the presence of several 
dierent types of imperfections as well as the sensitivity of the modeling results to the size 
of the geometric imperfections.  As before, we will limit our discussion to consideration 
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Figure  3.9:  Temperature  distributions  in imperfect  geometric  model shown in Figure 
3.7(a) obtained using biquadratic B-splines defined over uniform 70×70 (fine) 
Cartesian grid: (a) without subdividing the geometry cells; (b) with two hierarchical  
subdivisions of the geometry cells. 
 
 
of heat transfer and structural analysis problems. 
 
3.1.1    Heat conduction in an  imperfect geometric model of  a heat sink 
Let us start with considering a steady heat transfer problem in the geometric do- 
main shown in Figure 3.7(a).  In this example we will use the same boundary  conditions 
and material properties as in the heat transfer example on page 31. This time, however, 
the geometric model has four gaps of dierent sizes and three non-manifold  boundary 
pieces.  Plots  in Figures  3.8 and  3.9 illustrate  the temperature  distributions  obtained 
using the proposed approach.   In this numerical  experiment coarse 35×35 (Figure  
3.8) and fine 70×70 (Figure 3.9) Cartesian grids of biquadratic B-splines have been 
used.The temperature distributions shown in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.9(a) were obtained 
without hi- erarchical  subdivision  of the geometry  cells.  To  model the temperature  
distributions shown in Figures  3.8(b)  and  3.9(b)  the geometry  cells were twice  
subdivided.   Figure 
3.7(b) illustrates resolution of the geometric imperfections on a coarse 35×35 grid.  
The non-manifold  boundary  at the bottom-right  corner was removed and gaps were 
closed according  to the algorithm  we described  in Section 3.0.7.  The  closing lines in 
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Figure 3.12: Results of structural analysis of a 2D cantilever beam with small geometric 
defects: (a) magnitude of the displacement vector and (b) distribution of the von Mises 
stress obtained using a fine 75×25 uniform Cartesian grid of biquadratic B-splines 
with two hierarchical  subdivision of the geometry cells. 
 
 
geometric domain with curvilinear  boundaries.  We will also explore how the numerical 
solution  depends  on the size of the geometric imperfections  that include disconnected 
and non-manifold boundaries. 
Figure  3.10 illustrates  an imperfect  geometric domain  with  load and  fixations  applied 
to its boundaries.   In this numerical experiment we used two geometric models with 
dierent  size of the geometric  imperfections.   The  first model exhibits  large gaps and 
dangling boundaries.  Distributions of the magnitude of the displacement vector and von 
Mises stress computed in this geometric domain are presented in Figure 3.11.  To per- 
form computations coarse 35×15 (Figures 3.11(a)-(d))  and fine 75×25 (Figures 
3.11(e) 
 
and (f )) uniform Cartesian  grids of biquadratic  B-splines have been used.  Analysis of 
the plots in Figure 3.11 reveals that convergence in the displacements is achieved with 
increase of the grid density  and level of hierarchical  subdivision of the geometry  cells. 
We can also see that the numerical  solution  with  larger approximation  space (Figures 
3.11(e) and (f )) provide better approximation of the stresses. 
 
Comparing plots in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 2.10 we observe that as the size of the geomet- 
ric imperfections decreases the displacements in imperfect geometric domains converge 
to those computed in a geometrically perfect domain.  Comparisons  of the stress distri- 
butions illustrate  that the stresses are more sensitive to the presence of the geometric 
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dierent subdivision levels of the regular and irregular  geometry cells can be specified. 
Combined  with  the solution  structure method,  our numerical  technique  makes it pos- 
sible to use spatial  meshes that do not necessarily conform to the shape of geometric 
models while enforcing the prescribed boundary  conditions using solution structures as 
we discussed in 
Section 2.2.  The meshfree nature of the method and its ability to handle geometric 
imperfections  result in a much higher geometric flexibility in comparison  with the tra- 
ditional analysis tools. 
Numerical examples presented in Section 3.1have demonstrated high reliability in han- 
dling imperfections  in the geometric  models.   The  proposed  approach  can handle  the 
majority of the real-world imperfections such as gaps, and self-intersecting boundaries, 
as well as being able to remove non-manifold boundary  pieces. Our volume integration 
algorithms were designed with an assumption that the geometric imperfections are small 
in comparison with the size of the geometric domain.  However, the conducted numerical 
experiments confirmed that even large geometric imperfections  can be handled  by our 
integration algorithms.  We would also like to draw attention to a couple of special cases 
which require close consideration.   First,  let us take  a look at the geometric model in 
Figure  3.13.  This  non-closed geometric  model results  in two  irregular  cells which are 
very close to the geometric boundary.   The way this geometric imperfection  is handled 
depends on the size of the initial Cartesian grid and the specified level of geometry cells 
subdivision.  If the integration cells are large enough to contain both the boundary  of the 
original geometric domain and the closing line, the latter causes elimination of such cells 
from the numerical integration.  Figure 3.14(a) illustrates the location of the integration 
cells, original geometry and the closing line.  The simulated temperature field is shown 
in Figure 3.14(b).  It demonstrates that the geometric domain was disconnected  in two 
rectangular parts. However, if a finer initial grid is used or if the depth of the geometry 
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cells subdivisions is chosen such that the original geometric boundary  and  the closing 
line do not appear  in the same cells, the integration  algorithm  closes the gap in the 
geometry as expected (Figure 3.14(c)), and the resulting temperature field is presented 
in Figure 3.14(d). 
Figure  3.15(a) illustrates  another  special case when the closing line intersect  with  the 
boundary  of the original geometric model.  This case contradicts our initial assumption 
about the small size of geometric imperfections and, if processed, may lead to unexpected 
results,  as shown in Figure  3.15(b).   Cases  such  as this  one,  however,  can  be easily 
detected  by testing whether  the closing boundaries  intersect with the boundary  of the 
original geometric model. If the intersection is detected,  a warning message is generated. 
Then the user has either to accept the modeling results (if they have a sense) or modify 
the geometric model in a such way that the closing boundaries do not intersect with the 
original geometric boundaries  as it is shown in Figure 3.15(c).  Figure 3.15(d) presents 
distribution of the corresponding temperature field. 
The proposed algorithm removes non-manifold boundaries if there is only one non- 
manifold boundary  piece is attached to a corner of a geometric model. In the case of two 
or more non-manifold boundaries  attached to the model’s boundary  at the same point 
(see Figures 3.7(a) and 3.16(a)), the proposed method creates an “attachment” that can 
clearly be observed in Figure 3.8. Creation of such attachment can be prevented if two 
additional irregular  geometry cells are placed in the cell which has four edge-boundary 
intersections  as illustrated  in Figure  3.16(b).   The  closing lines connect  irregular  cells 
with  one edge-boundary  intersection  with  the irregular  cells with  four edge-boundary 
intersections.  The closing lines passing through the cells which contain the non-manifold 
boundary pieces reverse intersection flags on the cells edges. As a result the non-manifold 
boundary  pieces are removed and an attachment is not created (Figure 3.16(c)). 
When a simulation of the physical fields in imprecise geometric domains is performed, the 
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validity of the computational results must  be ensured.  Our preliminary  results suggest 
that in most cases the computation error introduced by the imperfections  gets smaller 
when the size of the geometric imperfections  decreases.  In analyzing the result  of our 
numerical  experiments,  we also noticed  that the dierence  between solutions  obtained 
in valid and imprecise geometric models are caused by the boundary  conditions assumed 
for the closing boundaries.  In our numerical examples we used default natural boundary 
conditions that correspond to heat insulation in the case of heat transfer problems, and 
to a traction free boundary  in the case of structural analysis problems. 
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CHAPTER   4 
 
EXTENSION INTO 3D:  2D  PARALLEL SLICES 
 
A 2D parallel slices approach  to simulate 3D geometrical models is proposed fol- 
lowing the well known method  used in the medical procedure  called the CT (Comput- 
erized Tomography)  scan which was created to visualize the existence of tumors in an 
human body specifically in brain and breast tumor recognition.  The proposed approach 
consists of parallel layers (2D) built up with the 3D imprecise solid model placed on it. 
The proposed method uses solution structures as well as those that combine the distance 
fields to the geometric boundaries  and basis functions to enforce the prescribed bound- 
ary conditions.  Figures 1.3 (b) and (c) illustrate allocation of the integration points in 
2D imperfect geometric domain shown in Figure 1.3 (b) using our new approach. 
       
 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
  
Figure 4.1: (a) Imprecise solid model.  (b) 3D numerical  integration can be performed 
using 2D integration  technique  applied  to the Cartesian  parallel  cross sections  of the 
geometric model.  (c) 3D hierarchical  space decomposition allow to allocate integration 
nodes that can be used to perform numerical integration in geometrically imprecise 
domains. 
 
 
Applying the same methodology for 2D Boundaries representations (B-rep) using 
the same hierarchical  space decomposition  to resolve geometric inaccuracies  in 2D by 
applying a geometrical adaptive integration over the geometrical model creates and 
allocates layers from the bottom to the top. The 3D geometrical model sliced in finite 
parallel Cartesian grid layers, each one treated following the same 2D approach,  means 
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using a composite geometric representation in layers with geometric imperfection.  Using 
a hierarchical  space decomposition  method,  as proposed in 2D, resolves the geometric 
gaps and inaccuracies without repair or alteration of the original geometry and allows us 
to allocate integration points in the original model. Integration gauss allocation process 
in 3D will be applied  using the 2D constructed Cartesian  grids with  gauss allocation 
points,  once the PMC  values of all grid nodes have been evaluated.  For internal  cells 
and  regular  geometry,  the integration  nodes will be allocated  in the same manner  as 
perfect geometric models. Irregular geometry cells treated as the regular geometry cells, 
partially  filled with  nodes,  means  that both the geometry  and  the closing line(s)  are 
used to allocate integration nodes.  The rule for allocation gauss nodes for imperfect 
geometries in 3D follow the same algorithm  and  procedure  used for 2D but each slice 
has its own weight following the gauss integration rule.  The geometric boundaries  are 
voxelized over the grid using scan conversion algorithms. 
The meshfree method uses distance fields to construct  functions and data structure 
for the integration at running  time.  Allocation of integration points in 3D using adap- 
tive  flexible integration  algorithms  over the original imperfect  geometry  has achieved 
satisfactory numerical  results using the parallel slices technique.  As mentioned before, 
the application of a geometrically adaptive integration over the 2D parallel layers allows 
the performance  of computational  experiments  in real time  with  results  that converge 
to the exact solution with conservative running  cost.  The algorithm to analyze imper- 
fect geometries described in previous chapters relies on hierarchical space partitioning 
similar to Quad/Octree decomposition that allows the application of PMC in the entire 
geometry.  The same hierarchical  decomposition will be used to allocate gauss integra- 
tion points even in areas where the geometry has gaps or imperfections.  The following 
chapters are dedicated to validation and verification of experiments that will show the 
approximation to the exact solution using dierent numbers of gauss allocation points. 
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6. Step 6 Ray Intersect function − >(function(CG)Closing Gap) do; Step 8 
  
7. Step 7 Else; 
  
8. Step 8 volume slices − >Allocate gauss integration points n(gauss) ; do nz 
((Xmin,Ymin) 
 
to ( Xmax,Ymax)); 
  
9. Step 9 Output Get Integral Value − >( Evaluation f(x,y,z) of the integrand 
func- tion) 
 
The algorithm described before shows a reliable way to compute and analyze 
mechanical models with imperfections without repair or any other geometric healing 
method.  The algorithm requires the feed of four important inputs.  The input 1 is the 
integrand which represent in this sample the value of the volumetric integral.  The inte- 
grand represent the value of the weighted expansion series of basis functions belonging 
to the solution structure for any boundary  problem proposed.  Inputs 2 and 3 define the 
bounding  box which will contain the model under  study.  Will be set nx, ny, nz as the 
number  of the initial grid cells and n is the number  of gauss points, the algorithm use 
the same number  of gauss points  (n)  for each coordinate  direction.   Numerical  exper- 
iments  will be processes having  dierent  size grids and  dierent  number  of allocation 
gauss points to validate convergence.  It will show graphically the convergence when 
compared with the exact solution either for perfect or imperfect models.  Step 4 will 
generate  a binary  tree  for cells identification.   Slices 2D grid generation  (dx, dy );  are 
allocated in parallel to cover the entire model.  A For Loop iteration( 6 to 8) create a 
hierarchical 2D space decomposition to be imposed over the geometric domain.  The in- 
tegration process starts with the cartesian grid already placed over the geometric model; 
the grid is built up with the cells aligned with the support of the basis functions(as  fig 
 
4.1.b)and classified following its relative position to the geometric model imposed.  Cells 
can be internal, external and boundary  cells. Once the classification process is done and 
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the process to place integration nodes start; a Point Membership Classification (PMC) 
function  must  be compute  since is necessary to obtain  the relative  position  of a given 
point in the space with respect to the geometric model; this function allows to know if 
the point is inside or outside of the domain.  The presence of gaps and self intersections 
of the geometric boundary  cause PMC computation to fail. The integration process over 
imprecise geometric model to compute PMC must be applied following the steps already 
explained.  Once the integration points are allocated in the 2D cartesian grids a lattice 
rule for 3D domains is applied  and compute.  The loop leads to end and discrete  sum 
functions are added to conform the final value of the integrand. 
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CHAPTER   5 
 
VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION OF  THE  PROPOSED 
METHODOLOGY 
The goal of this chapter is to investigate accuracy, convergence and stability of the 
proposed numerical integration algorithms.  To do this we will perform two series of 
numerical  experiments.   In the first series, we will apply  the developed algorithms  to 
volume computation of precise and imprecise CAD models. This will allow us to investi- 
gate numerical properties of the proposed approach  and compare the results for precise 
and imprecise models. For our experiments we have selected CAD models that have no 
geometric defects such as gaps in the boundary,  sleeve boundaries,  etc.  To create impre- 
cise geometric models we will convert the selected CAD models into STL format which 
represents the geometric boundary  using triangular tessellation.  The fact that the data 
in STL format  can be stored  in a text file makes it very convenient  for modifying the 
geometry and introduces various geometric imprecision.  The second series of numerical 
experiments aims at applicability of the proposed approach  to model physical processes 
in geometrically imprecise models.  We will observe and investigate how accuracy,  con- 
vergence and the stability of the algorithm depend on the density of the initial Cartesian 
grid and the number  of the Gauss integration points. 
5.1     Volume Computation in Precise and  Imprecise CAD Models 
 
In this series of numerical experiments we will use CAD models originally created 
in the SOLIDWORKS software package.  SOLIDWORKS has the tool package to calcu- 
late the volume of the CAD models, so we will use the values provided by SOLIDWORKS 
as a base line for our numerical experiments. 
The geometric engine which we interfaced our numerical algorithms can import geomet- 
ric models in STEP  and STL formats.  We will use STEP  format  to represent  perfect 
geometric models, while Standard Tessellation Language (STL)  format will be used to 
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represent imprecise geometric models.  STL is used to describe a raw surfaces triangu- 
lation  and  can be saved in a text file that can be easily modified in any  text editor. 
To introduce imperfections in our geometric models we will remove or modify some 
boundary  triangles in the STL file. 
To investigate the convergence and stability of the proposed algorithms for each 
geometric model we will perform experiments where: 
 
• Will be used the same number  of Gauss  points  (3) allocated  in each coordinate 
direction, while the density of the grids will be changed.  The following initial grids 
will be used: 10x10,20x20,30x30,40x40,50x50,60x60,80x80 and 100x100. 
 
• Using the same  initial  3D grid  20x20x20 we will change  the number  of Gauss 
integration points in each coordinate direction.  In our experiments we will use 2, 
5, 7 and 9 integration points. 
 
 
The results of each numerical experiment will be presented on the following plots: 
 
 
• Computed volume vs grid size. 
 
 
• Integration error vs grid size. 
 
 
• Computed volume vs number  of Gauss points. 
 
 
• Integration error vs number  of Gauss points. 
 
 
The integration error measures the dierence between the volume computed using 
the proposed slicing algorithms and the value given by SOLIDWORKS.  Before starting 
the experiments on dierent precise and imprecise models we will expose the incapacity 
of the modeler package mentioned when an imprecise model is used.  The following two 
figures show both models under  the simulation  package.   represents  our  model for a 
precise bracket  geometry.  The SOLIDWORKS  package is ready to process the geomet- 
ric model without  questioning  any mistake  or design error.  The  Figure  5.2 represents 
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Figure 5.1: Precise bracket  model. 
            
    
Figure 5.2: Imprecise bracket  model. 
the same precedent  model but with  imprecise geometries.   It  shows how the SOLID- 
WORKS  package stops running  claiming a damaged  model and no possible simulation 
performance.  The SOLIDWORKS analysis package releases a typical comment such as, 
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The  spur  gear  model that will be used  for the next  experiment  was imported 
directly from an educational website called GrabCAD.  The purpose is to try to use our 
non-designed model and apply the slices 3D algorithm  integration method  to a model 
designed by others using their own modeling package.  The treatment of this model and 
the plots generated will have the same pattern than the other 2 models proposed.  The 
exact volume of this model was obtained from SOLIDWORKS  and uses the same tool 
command for volume evaluation.  The Figure 5.21  is the model for a precise spur gear 
model.  The following plots contain the same parameter coordinates as the other plots 
already shown. 
   
Figure 5.21: Precise geometry. 
   
The Figure 5.21 represent our model for a precise spur gear geometry. 
 
Figure  5.22The  plot  shows an  oscillating  volume value  using  dierent  grid  densities. 
The oscillation has a trend to converge to the exact value after using 60x60 slices. 
Incrementing the density of slices improves the convergence between 80x80 and 100x100 
slices. 
Figure 5.23 Integration errors decrease consistently when we increase the grid 3D den- 
sities.  The lower integration error is found at 100x100x100 grid density. 
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were done as: 
 
 
• Computed volume vs grid size. 
 
 
• Integration error vs grid size. 
 
 
• Computed volume vs number  of Gauss points. 
 
 
• Integration error vs number  of Gauss points. 
 
 
The proposed 3D slices method converges satisfactorily when we increase the num- 
bers of gauss points and the number  of grid slices allocated.  We can guarantee a good 
convergence either  for a perfect  or imperfect  model.  However, in some cases the con- 
vergence is found with a lesser number  of integration points and number  of grid slices. 
For completeness of the numerical experimentation it is preferred to set the parameters 
with larger numbers as we have used during the experimentation shown previously. 
5.2     Numerical experiment 4 
 
The next two validation experiments will be applied for 3D natural vibration anal- 
ysis using the meshfree solution  structure method.   The  experiments  processed before 
will be compared  with both results using models with perfect geometry and imperfect 
geometry, due to internal gaps.  The [18] describes the accuracy and convergence of the 
computed natural frequencies implicating the exact treatment of the prescribed bound- 
aries’ conditions that are enforced using approximate distance  functions that vanish at 
the boundaries  of the geometrical  model.   The  SSM will be applied  for the next  two 
3D models and will be the objective of this experiment to evaluate the natural fre- 
quencies for the imperfect model using the algorithms and codes written to analyze the 
imperfect  model without  repairing  and  compare  the results  with  the same geometries 
but without gaps and geometrical imperfections (perfect  geometry).  No commercial or 
well-known mechanical  analysis  software is able to run  or obtain  acceptable  solutions 
when the geometry  is damaged  or imperfect.   Actual  commercial software repairs  the 
76 
models forcing a change to the original geometry.  Most of them just  stop running.  In 
Figure5.31 represents a damaged bracket model using the SOLIDWORKS analysis pack- 
age. In Figure5.32; ANSYS released negative comments related to the damaged bracket 
under study.  Using either the analysis package oered by SOLIDWORKS or the analysis 
package from ANSYS, the results  are the same.  For  a geometric damaged  model the 
analysis solver tool  just  stops  running.   SOLIDWORKS  at least  allows one to see the 
geometric damaged areas.  ANSYS, instead, released a text editor.  In Figure5.33ANSYS 
edits the damaged  bracket  geometry chart and the Figure5.34 shows the same bracket 
but without geometric damages.  In general, the well-known finite element analysis con- 
stitutes a usual numerical method  to analyze dynamic engineering problems.  However, 
the use of spatial  grids conforming the shape  of the geometric model can represent  a 
dicult trend to evaluate engineering physical time dependence  problems forcing sim- 
plification or repair of the geometric model and a change to the real physical geometry 
of the object. 
    
Figure 5.31: SolidWork Editor for imprecise bracket  model. 
   
For natural vibration experiments we will use a solution structure that satisfy kinematic 
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Figure 5.32: Ansys text editor for damage geometric model. 
          
    
Figure 5.33: Imprecise bracket  model. 
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will consider the following eigenvalue problem: 
 
[K]−1 [M] [φ] = θ2 [φ] , (5.10) 
In this section, the object of the study  will be two dierent kinds of models.  First,  we 
 
will use a bracket  already  designed and used to evaluate volume using a perfect model 
and an imperfect model.  Second, we will use a spur gear.  This model was downloaded 
from the Internet and is called ”Track Parts,” an external supplier of mechanical models. 
It allows us to demonstrate and validate the algorithm application for any kind of model. 
The  experiments  will determine  the convergence of the algorithm  applied  to a perfect 
model and  the relative  imperfect  model.  In this  case, we will apply  SSM for natural 
vibration including the algorithm to analyze the imperfect model without repairing the 
model and its boundaries. 
5.2.1    Numerical experiment 5 
 
In this section, we will propose an application of the meshfree Solution Structure 
Method for the mechanical analysis of natural vibration problems in 3D models with ge- 
ometrical imperfections.  The study of natural vibration in mechanical models represents 
a very strict  guideline design required in major mechanical analysis problems that must 
guarantee  the good performance  of a mechanical  structure when applied  to dynamics 
loads. Missile and propulsion rockets are classic examples for which this kind of analysis 
is required.  Natural vibration analysis is required for a time-varying loading condition in 
order to determine  the structure’s  system response.  Experimentation samples include: 
1-bracket, and 2-spider bracket Both represent classical mechanical structural parts com- 
monly used in aeronautical application.  The oscillating dynamics  loads in these kinds 
of models require an accurate mechanical analysis to obtain the proper behavior of the 
elements under dynamics stresses.  Finite Element Analysis (FEA)  has been the classic 
numerical  method  used to analyze this kind of problem.  However, the presence of ge- 
81 
ometrical  model imperfections  like gaps, as well as very small geometrical details  that 
conform the boundaries,  force the designer to change the mechanical  and  geometrical 
structure to avoid excessive time  analysis or eventual  repair.   The  use of spatial  grids 
that conform the model can degenerate  the real cause of study  forcing the design of 
another  geometrical  model that is not desired.   The  introduction  of a Meshfree Solu- 
tion Structure Method using distance field to the boundaries  can guarantee an accurate 
approach  solution  analysis  to the geometry  without  the need to repair  or change the 
desired model under  analysis.   It  is due to study  and  validation  in this  work that the 
algorithm proposed could supply and derive an approximate solution in cases when the 
geometrical  model has imperfections.   The  cases proposed  previously will be analyzed 
for either  perfect  geometric  model or imperfect  geometric  models.   The  investigation 
process defines a research procedure to obtain natural vibration modes for the samples 
mentioned.   In order  to obtain  the right  parameters to compare  the dierent  natural 
frequencies for both types of models using precise and imprecise geometries, the natural 
frequencies obtained  from the SOLIDWORKS  simulation  was taken  using the precise 
models.  The Solution Structure Method  (SSM) proposed slicing parallel layers for the 
allocation  gauss integration  points  to generate  a Cartesian  3D grid with  accountable 
small grid sizes. Same grid size is used as a mesh size parameter h; which can be used 
as input in SOLIDWORKS  as a meshing parameter definition.  This procedure  is used 
to keep the same meshing domain and to be able to compare the solution obtained by 
SSM and  FEA.  The  SOLIDWORKS  mesh size h can be set manually  as input.  The 
same mesh size parameter used in the precise model will be used to compare with the 
imprecise model since SOLIDWORKS  cannot  process imprecise models.  Plots  will be 
released using MATLAB tools and the modeler will release 10 natural frequency modes 
through the SSM proposed method.   MATLAB plots will show four dierent mode vi- 
brations, modes 1, 2, 3, 10. Each one will show the change of the natural frequency in 
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CHAPTER   6 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Computational mechanical  analysis over geometric domains have been for many 
years a useful tool  applied  by engineers and researchers  to obtain  an approximate nu- 
merical engineering analysis for many physical problems where boundary  conditions are 
applied  in the geometry.   This  work is based  on a meshfree method  that uses a dis- 
tance field approximation to enforce the boundaries’ conditions.  Geometric models are 
created by a CAD generator using drafting tools to create a solid.  This geometry is 
conformed by a number  of primitive  elemental  geometries,  however a geometry  gener- 
ated in this  way could contain  imprecise or multiple  lines intersections  that force an 
eventual computational engineering analysis to stop the process and, in some cases, deal 
with geometrical repairs methods  which are time expensive and usually change the en- 
tire geometric  model configuration,  including  the boundaries  conditions  applied.   The 
mechanical analysis method proposed in this dissertation uses an algorithm designed to 
compute geometric models with precise or imprecise geometries without any geometric 
repair  necessary.   Usually,  these  repairs  are executed  by an external  software package 
that increases the process time  and  generates  a geometric  model distortion.   The  al- 
gorithm  was created  for 2D geometries and  was extended  to a 3D solid configuration. 
A solution structure is defined which contains the entire information about the bound- 
aries’ conditions and an implicit distance function that approximates the boundaries  to 
enforce them.  A boundary  box is created conformed by 3D regular grids and will hold 
the model under  analysis  in order  to allocate  integration  gauss points  to support  the 
governing equation of the physical problem.  Hierarchical space decomposition is applied 
to every 2D grid parallel slice. Point Membership Classification (PMC)  is computed for 
every slice iteratively.  Cells with even or no intersections will be considered as regular 
cells.  Cells with  odd intersections  will be considered  as irregular  cells and  subject  to 
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a closing gap function  without deforming or changing the proposed solid model.  Inte- 
gration  gauss points are allocated  into  the cells and by slices once a full identification 
of internal, boundary,  and external cells are computed.  Gauss points will be allocated 
into the grids and each grid will be weighted to guarantee and fulfill the gauss alloca- 
tion points for a 3D integration.  The method  proposed is completely automatic and no 
repairing  geometry or healing method  is needed.  Verification and a number  of experi- 
ments were processed to ensure the convergence of the proposed method and algorithms. 
The first set of experiments for volume calculation was made on perfect and imperfect 
models.  The  validation  of the proposed  algorithm  will be centered  first, to guarantee 
the closing gap method  performance  and  ensure that no geometrical  deformation  was 
produced in the geometry, and second, using the gauss integration points allocation in- 
side the regular cells, to assure a full volume convergence value when compared with the 
real one obtained  from the SOLIDWORKS  package.  Dierent  models were used with 
either perfect or damaged geometries.  A simple geometry like a cylinder, or complex 
geometries like a Bracket  or a Spur Gear,  were processed using imperfect  or damaged 
geometries.   The  closing gap and  the integration  slices methods  proposed  converge to 
the exact solution using large slices and gauss point integration.  Plots shows that, in- 
dependently, in the use of a simple or complex damaged model, the algorithm proposed 
has the capacity to converge to a solution very close, if not exact, to the real one, with- 
out any need for a repair  software package.  A second set of experiments was made in 
order  to obtain  a convergence validation  of the algorithm  package proposed.   Natural 
vibration problems were applied in perfect and damaged  geometries.  The models used 
were the same bracket  modeled for volume validation and a new proposed model called 
a spider bracket.  For both models a study of the first 10 modes of vibration was done. A 
study was made for both models using the SOLIDWORKS packages, to compare values 
of the parameters. For this,  studies  were used only with  the perfect  models since the 
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SOLIDWORKS  program  is incapable  of accepting inputs with imperfections.  Chapter 
 
5 on validation  and  experimentation  shows that the SOLIDWORKS  solution  package 
is incapable  of handling  models that are not fully closed,and terminates with the error 
message: Non solid model found.  However, we compared the results using perfect mod- 
els with the imperfect model results from our study.  Using the bracket model for perfect 
and  imperfect  geometries  we notice  that the convergence of the frequencies are  very 
alike when compared  with the SOLIDWORKS  package.  Using the slicing method  and 
comparing with a true 3D integration, we can see a full convergence of the solutions to 
the SOLIDWORKS value, inside the common range of the evaluation area.  Frequencies 
are in the order of less than one percent with respect to the SOLIDWORKS  value.  The 
study for the spider bracket  model, either for precise or imprecise models under natural 
vibration simulation, allows us to verify the convergence of the solution when compared 
to the SOLIDWORKS  results.   The  algorithm  for 3D models using precise or impre- 
cise geometries agrees with the results obtained by the SOLIDWORKS  package solver, 
noting  one again that the SOLIDWORKS  solver fails on models with  geometrical  im- 
perfections.  The geometrical imperfections manually  created in the tested models were 
over the regular imperfection that can be created by the same engine package when the 
solid construction  is created.  The actual  geometrical imperfections used were produced 
by the triangular  shapes elimination  from the stylographic  geometrical  representation 
of the solids.   The  order  of magnitude  of these  imperfections  is larger  than a simple 
gap or an extended line and is usually created by well-known commercial design/solvers 
solid construction.  Our algorithm proposed can also process any model coming from 
packages other than SOLIDWORKS,  for example, the spur gear model imported by the 
GrabCAD  solid model supplier.  Our algorithm can be adapted or included in any other 
geometric  generator  engine package.   The  implementation  in C++ can be used as an 
engine solver in many areas of computational mechanics and can save time and money 
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as a reliable package solver. 
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